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Current Price list for Wilson F/X components                   03-2018 
 

LCU-64 64-pad digital launch controller  - The brains   $250          

  of the WFX system, for up to 8 banks of 8 pads each 

  reads good/bad continuity of each pad, reads voltage 

  from the battery at the pad as well as the controller’s  

  battery’s voltage.  May only select one bank of pads  

  at a time.  All features work hard-wired or wireless. 
  

LCU-128 Same as the LCU-64 except controls 16 banks of   $300 

  8 pads each for a total of 128 pads.   
   

LCU-64X Custom 64 pad controller with RGB LED status lights   $1200 

  on all pads and banks, on Key switch, built in wireless  

  unit, LCD screen with remote voltage readings from  

  banks of pads, volume control on the buzzer, all in a  

  custom Pelican Case with aluminum anodized insert  

  switch/light plate.   
 

LCU-128X Same as the LCU-64X except with 16 banks of  $1400 

   pads rather than just 8 banks of pads. 
 

PBU-8 an 8-pad pad-box with 8x, 30’ igniter leads.  This is   $500 

  The large muscle of the WFX system.  Reads good/bad  

  continuity at the pad, as well as voltage of battery  

  at the pads.  Continuity check is safe for ALL  

  known commercial igniters including flashbulbs. 
 

PBU-8w Exactly the same as the PBU-8 with one exception,  $650 

  there is a built in Wilson F/X  wireless unit    
 

PBU-4     a 4-pad pad-box with 4 igniter leads with all the   $275 

  same features of the PBU-8 in a smaller size and  

  for a smaller price.      
 

PBU-4w Exactly the same as the PBU-4 with one exception,  $425 

  there is a built in Wilson F/X  wireless unit  
 

PBU-1 a single pad pad-box with one igniter. A single pad  $130   

  version with the same features as the PBU-8 only  

  for just one pad      
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PBU-1w a single pad pad-box with built in wireless unit,   $280 

  includes voltage reading and remote voltage reporting  

 

WRU-c     a plug/play digital wireless unit (tx & rx) with WFX  $160 each 

  Programming. You need at least one pair to start. 

    

LCU-1 A single pad controller for the individual with remote  $130 

  voltage reading from your PBU-1          

 

LCU-1w A single pad controller with all the same features as  $280 

  the LCU-1 with the addition of a built in wireless unit. 

 

ARM-1 The Armageddon Switch for clubs that want to do  $125 

  MASS Drag Races of all their WFX pad-boxes 

  All at the same time.  Not for the faith of heart.   

  Bypasses normal single bank only selection. 

 

WRU-Adpt The special power adapter for a WFX controller  $ 25 

  and its WRU-c transmitter for those who want an  

  all-wireless Wilson F/X launch system.                                                       

 

SPW-Pel This is the Single Pad Wireless launch system in   $795 

  Pelican Cases.  It has all the features of the LCU-1w  

  and the PBU-1w with the addition of being housed in  

  Pelican Cases and includes WFX custom aluminum  

  front panels by Front Panel Express. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

While Supplies Last…….. 

 

PBU-1  I have a limited number of non-voltage    $100 each 

   or  reading/reporting single-pad pad-boxes and single-pad  

LCU-1 controllers in stock.  These are for sale on a first come  

  first served basis and will only be available while the  

  current supply lasts.  I am phasing them out because  

  of the new PBU-1 and LCU-1 which are now available  

  with voltage reading/reporting capability. 


